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With new measurement techniques, high-resolution spectrometry of secondary fusion protons has
been used to study compression and symmetry of imploded D2-filled capsules in direct-drive
inertial-confinement-fusion experiments at the 60-beam OMEGA laser facility@T. R. Boehlyet al.,
Opt. Commun.133, 495~1997!#. Data from target capsules with;15 atmospheres of D2 fuel, in CH
shells 19–27mm thick, were acquired with a magnet-based, charged-particle spectrometer and with
several new ‘‘wedge-range-filter’’-based spectrometers incorporating special filters and CR39
nuclear track detectors. Capsules with 19-mm shells, imploded with similar laser energies~;23 kJ!
but different methods of single-beam laser smoothing, were studied and found to show different
compression characteristics as indicated by the fuel areal density~determined by the ratio of
secondary-proton yield to primary-neutron yield! and the total areal density~determined by the
energy loss of protons due to slowing in the fuel and shell!. In going from 0.3-THz SSD~smoothing
by spectral dispersion! to 1-THz SSD and PS~polarization smoothing!, the fuel areal density
increased by at least 30%, while the total areal density increased by 40%~from ;52 to ;72
mg/cm2!. In addition, significant low-mode-number spatial asymmetries in implosions were
indicated by spectra measured at different angles with respect to the target. The mean energies of
protons, measured at different angles during the same shot, varied by as much as 1 MeV, implying
angular variations in areal density of order 30 mg/cm2. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
experimental demonstration that capsule symmetry can be sensitively studied by measuring the
energy loss of charged particles. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The potential utility of secondary fusion products f
diagnosing implosions of D2-filled capsules in inertial-
confinement-fusion~ICF! experiments has been recogniz
for more than two decades,1–8 but practical use of secondary
proton data has previously been limited by the lack of ac
rate spectroscopic measurement techniques. The implem
tation of two different types of charged-partic
spectrometers has now made measurement and interpre
of high-resolution secondary-proton spectra possible.
measurement methods are described here, along with
and analysis having important implications for two phys
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issues that are crucial for the success of ICF. The first is
involves the impact of different methods of single-beam la
smoothing on implosion performance; the data presen
here imply that better smoothing does result in better cap
compression, presumably due to a reduction in the seedin
high-mode-number Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities. The se
ond issue involves low-mode-number asymmetries in the
eal densities of imploded capsules; the data presented
provide the first experimental demonstration that such as
metries can be studied by measuring the energy loss
charged particles due to slowing in the capsule plasma.

The general value of charged-particle spectrometry
capsule diagnostics has recently been demonstrated
magnet-based charged-particle spectrometers~CPSs!, which
are now used on a regular basis for measuring spectr
primary charged fusion products~p, D, T, a! and ‘‘knock-
on’’ particles~p, D, T, and3He elastically scattered by 14.1
MeV neutrons3!9,10 for a wide range of capsule types an
implosion conditions at the OMEGA 60-beam laser facility11

Measured spectra provide a number of important implos
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parameters such as primary yields; fuel ion temperature;
areal density of fuel (rRfuel), shell (rRshell), or fuel plus
shell (rRtotal). Areal densities are determined by measur
the energy loss of charged fusion products as they pass
through fuel and shell,9 or by measuring the yields o
knock-on particles10 or secondary fusion products.1–8

In the most important future ICF experiments utilizin
cryogenic capsules with DT or D2 fuel, large values of area
density will limit the number of diagnostic measuremen
that can be made of charged particles. On the National I
tion Facility ~NIF!, rRtotal of imploded DT capsules is even
tually expected to exceed 1 g/cm2. In this case, the only
charged particles that could escape the fuel and be dete
for studyingrR are tertiary protons,12 which have energies
as high as 30.8 MeV. DT capsules planned for OMEGA m
~based on 1D simulations! reachrRtotal of 0.2 to 0.3 g/cm2.
In this case, knock-on deuterons and tritons, resulting fr
elastic collisions with primary 14.1-MeV neutrons, could
detected and used to studyrR with CPSs.10

In the shorter term, cryogenic experiments will be c
ried out with pure D2 fuel. No primary charged fusion prod
ucts will be energetic enough to escape and be detected
there will be no high-energy primary neutrons to gener
energetic knock-on particles. In addition, the method of
termining rRfuel through a measurement of seconda
neutron yields6 will be problematic for values ofrRfuel ex-
ceeding;0.1 g/cm2. Secondary D3He protons~12.6–17.5
MeV!, however, will escape from D capsules with relative
high rR. These protons are created by the two sequen
reactions

D1D→n~2.45 MeV!13He~0.82 MeV!, ~1!

and

3He~<0.82 MeV!1D

→a~6.6– 1.7 MeV!1p~12.6– 17.5 MeV!. ~2!

In reaction ~1!, 3He is created with 0.82 MeV of kinetic
energy. Some of the3He ions then react in-flight with ther
mal D ions, creating protons which, because of the kine
energy of the3He, have a range of energies. Measured sp
tra of these protons can be used to studyrRfuel , rRtotal,
capsule symmetry, and sometimes other parameters.

The remainder of this paper will discuss the use of sp
tral measurements. Although the emphasis throughout is
secondary protons, there is also discussion of how they re
to secondary neutrons created by the two sequential reac

D1D→p~3.02 MeV!1T~1.01 MeV!, ~3!

and

T~<1.01 MeV!1D

→a~6.7– 1.4 MeV!1n~11.9– 17.2 MeV!. ~4!

Section II shows how the characteristics of secondary p
tons and neutrons are related to the physical paramete
capsules. Section III describes how proton spectra are m
sured with magnet-based charged-particle spectrome
~CPSs! and with ‘‘wedge-range-filter’’-based spectromete
~WRFs! that have recently been developed. Section IV
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scribes specific experiments at OMEGA and seconda
proton data, while physical capsule parameters are der
from the data in Sec. V. The physics implications of the
measured parameters are discussed in Secs. VI and VII.

II. SECONDARY SPECTRA AND CAPSULE
CHARACTERISTICS

Two simple models of plasma structure are used her
illustrate how measurements of secondary yields and spe
are related to the properties of compressed capsules.7 In the
‘‘hot-spot’’ model, all primary fusion reactions take place
a small region at the center of the spherical fuel, and the
outside the hot spot, where the primary fusion products re
with cooler fuel to create secondaries, has uniform den
and temperature. In the ‘‘uniform’’ model, the fuel is uniform
over its entire spherical volume so that primary and seco
ary reactions take place everywhere. In both cases, there
be a spherical shell or pusher of a different material outs
the fuel ~generally CH, in most current OMEGA exper
ments!.

Modeling of the slowing down of primary3He and T in
D fuel can be carried out with the formalism described
Ref. 13, from which the stopping powers shown in Fig.
were calculated. The production rates for secondaries
then determined by the cross sections shown in Fig. 2,
culated from the formalism of Ref. 14. The resultant yiel
are described in Sec. II A, below. The shapes of the spe
of secondary protons and neutrons, as they are created i
fuel, are discussed in Sec. II B. Modifications to the spectr
of protons as they slow down on their way out of the fuel a
shell are then determined by the stopping power illustrate
Fig. 3 ~calculated according to Ref. 13! and described in Sec
II C.

A. Yields

The yields of secondary protons and neutrons~Y2p and
Y2n! can be calculated by integrating over the appropri
paths of primary fusion products3He and T, using the as
sumptions described above to calculate their energies
function of position and the secondary production rates. T
results are proportional to the primary-neutron yieldY1n, as
shown in Fig. 4. Related calculations were carried out
some of these cases by previous workers,1–8 utilizing other
models for the slowing down of3He and T. They pointed ou
that as long asrRfuel is smaller than the range of one of th
primary particles~3He or T! in the fuel, there is a nearly
linear relationship betweenrRfuel and the associated
secondary-particle yield ratio~Y2p/Y1n or Y2n/Y1n!. When
rRfuel exceeds the range of a given primary particle, the
sociated secondary-particle yield ratio reaches a satura
level, as shown in Fig. 4. For small enoughrRfuel , therefore,
measurements of yield can be used to inferrRfuel . The re-
sults depend weakly on plasma density, but the plasma t
perature has a strong impact on the value ofrRfuel at which
the linear relationship fails due to complete slowing down
the primary particles in the fuel. This is a consequence of
temperature dependences of the total particle ranges, as
trated in Fig. 5. Because of the cross sections of Fig.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. Stopping powers for3He ~left! and T~right! in
D plasmas with various electron temperatures~calcu-
lated according to Ref. 13!. The stopping is dominated
by electron-induced slowing at particle energies abo
about 100 times the electron temperature, and by i
induced slowing at lower energies.
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secondary protons are preferentially produced close to
birth position of primary3He, while secondary neutrons a
preferentially created near the end of the range of primar
~see Fig. 6!.

Two differences between the hot-spot and uniform m
els are apparent in Fig. 4. The first is that the value ofrRfuel

for a given yield is higher in the uniform model, reflectin
the fact that the mean distance traveled by primary parti
before they encounter the fuel–shell interface is smaller b
factor of 0.75. The second difference is that complete s
ration of yield at high values ofrRfuel in the uniform model
is approached asymptotically, but never reached, bec
some primaries are always created close enough to the
face to escape the fuel.

Although a measured secondary-proton yield can
used in the context of our models to inferrRfuel only in
regimes where the primary3He escape the fuel before sto
ping, other information can be inferred when complete st
ping occurs in the fuel. As seen in Fig. 4, the electron te
perature determines the maximum possible secondary
primary ratioY2p/Y1n. If it is known that yield saturation
has been reached, it is possible to estimate the effective e
tron temperature as illustrated in Fig. 7~a similar relation-

FIG. 2. Fusion cross sections for energetic3He or T with cold D plasma
~calculated according to Ref. 14!.
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ship between electron temperature and yield saturation h
for secondary neutrons!. If it is not known whether saturation
has been reached, the measured secondary-to-primary
provides a minimum value for electron temperature.

It was assumed in this simple model that the capsule
spherically symmetric and there is no mixing of fuel a
shell material. It will be shown in Sec. V C that deviation
from spherical symmetry can occur, but when small th
probably have relatively little effect on the ratios of tot
yields of different particles. Other work currently underwa
indicates that fuel–shell mixing may have significant effe
on yields;15 some of those effects will be taken into accou
in Sec. V A, when experimentally measured yields a
interpreted.

FIG. 3. Stopping power for protons in D plasmas with various elect
temperatures~calculated according to Ref. 13!. Over most of the energy
range, where slowing is dominated by plasma electrons, the stopping p
for CH plasmas is almost identical except for being higher by a factor
about 14/13~the ratio of the numbers of electrons per unit mass!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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2728 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 2002 Séguin et al.
FIG. 4. Yields of secondary protons~left! and neutrons
~right!, calculated using Ref. 13 to model the slowin
down of primary fusion products in a D plasma. The
reaction cross sections of Fig. 1 were used, ignori
effects of thermal velocities of the D ions~which would
be needed for ion temperatures above;10 keV!. The
two top plots assume the ‘‘hot-spot’’ model, in whic
primary reactions all take place in a small region at t
center, and secondary reactions take place outside
hot spot in a cooler fuel region which is uniform in
density and temperature. The two bottom plots assu
the ‘‘uniform’’ model in which primary and secondary
reactions take place throughout the fuel plasma, wh
is uniform in temperature and density.
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B. Birth spectra

The shapes of the spectra of secondary particles at
birth can be calculated, and we begin with the second
protons. IfrRfuel is small, so that the primary3He escape the

FIG. 5. Ranges of primary DD fusion products in a D plasma for different
plasma densities and electron temperatures~from the stopping-power curves
in Fig. 1!.
Downloaded 05 Jun 2002 to 198.125.178.39. Redistribution subject to A
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fuel before losing much of their 0.82-MeV birth energy, th
the protons they produce by fusing with fuel deuterons
equally distributed between limiting energies of about 12
and 17.5 MeV. The energy limits are defined by kinemati

FIG. 6. Illustration of how secondary protons are mostly created near
birth position of the primary3He, while secondary neutrons are most
created toward the end of the range of primary T. The vertical axis is
arbitrary units that are different for the two curves; the horizontal axis u
rX is the distance from primary birth position in g/cm2 for a 3-keV, 3-g/cc
D plasma.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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and are determined by3He energy at the time of interactio
with D. The flat distribution as a function of energy betwe
the limits can be demonstrated by assuming that fusion p
ucts are distributed isotropically in the3He–D center-of-
mass frame, transforming to the lab frame, and calcula
the number of particles per unit energy. The number of p
tons dN2p produced during the slowing down ofN3He

3He
from energyE3He to E3He–dE3He is

dN2p/dE3He5AN3Hes3He– D~E3He!/@dE3He/d~rX!#,

wheres3He– D (E3He) is shown in Fig. 2,X is distance along
the trajectory of3He in the plasma,dE3He/d(rX) is shown in
Fig. 1, andA is a constant. For larger values ofrRfuel , some
of the3He will slow down before leaving the fuel; when the
interact with the fuel, the kinematically defined width of th
resultant proton spectrum will be smaller. Sin
s3He– D(E3He) decreases rapidly asE3He decreases below
about 0.5 MeV, the contributions to the final proton spectr
become very small for lower-energy3He and the shape of th
total proton spectrum remains relatively insensitive to
amount of slowing down, or equivalently, the value
rRfuel . This is demonstrated in Fig. 8~a!, which shows how,
in the case of a hot-spot model, the shape of the spect
gets built up as a contribution of parts due to3He slowed

FIG. 7. Electron temperature for whichY2p /Y1n cannot exceed a given
saturation value~see Fig. 4; these numbers apply to both the hot-spot
uniform models!. Under some circumstances, this relationship can be u
to estimateTe .
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down by different amounts. Figure 8~a! also illustrates that
the shape of the birth spectrum is relatively insensitive to
plasma temperature. The mean energy of the spectrum v
only slightly with the amount of slowing down of3He, as
shown in Fig. 9.

The secondary-neutron birth spectrum shape is m
sensitive torRfuel because the reaction cross section of
primary T with the fuel D increases rapidly as the T ener
decreases~down to aboutET50.2 MeV, as shown in Fig. 2!.
As discussed in previous work,6–8 this means that the neu
tron spectrum gets narrower asrRfuel increases~and the ex-
iting T energy decreases!. Figure 8~b! illustrates this for the
case of the hot-spot model.

C. Measured spectra

A proton birth spectrum is never measured directly, b
cause it is modified by passage through fuel and shell be
the protons reach a spectrometer. Since the birth spectru
relatively insensitive to fuel conditions, a measured spectr
contains diagnostic information about fuel and shell.

d
d

FIG. 9. Dependence of the mean energies of the proton birth spectra sh
in the previous figure on the fraction of3He energy remaining when the3He
reaches the fuel–shell interface. Plasma temperature was assumed to
keV, and the density was 3 g/cc.f E is defined in the caption of Fig. 8. If the
appropriate value off E is not known, there will be a small uncertainty in th
effective mean energy. In such a case, we could use the value 1
60.04 MeV, which corresponds to the assumption of equal probability
all values off E .
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FIG. 8. Calculated shapes of secondary-proton a
secondary-neutron spectra. These curves were ge
ated by assuming that~i! the slowing of T or3He in a D
plasma varies with energy as shown in Fig. 1, and~ii !
the primary particles are created near the center a
pass through a uniform fuel that ranges their energ
down to some fractionf E of their birth energy~hot-spot
model!. The plasma density was assumed to be 3 g/
On each plot, the different curves show how the spe
trum shape is built up as the primary particle ge
ranged down; the curvesdo notshow how thenumber
of secondary particles varies withrR. Each plot has
one curve for plasma temperature 10 keV, correspo
ing to f E50. This curve is arbitrarily normalized so it
amplitude is the same as the corresponding curve
lower temperature to demonstrate how the shape is
strongly dependent on temperature.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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The mean energy of the secondary protons decrease
cording to the amount of material they traverse~Fig. 3
showed how the stopping power of fuel or shell plasma
protons varies with proton energy and plasma temperatu!.
For the case of D and CH plasmas withr53 g/cc, Fig. 10
illustrates the slowing down of secondary protons as a fu
tion of Te andrX, whereX is distance traveled through th
plasma. The dependence onr is weak; the ratio ofrX to the
mean energy lossD^E2p& varies approximately asr0.07 for
rX<0.1 g/cm2. The dependence on temperature is weak
Te<1 keV and becomes progressively stronger for incre
ing Te . If we assume that most of the protons are genera
near the center of the fuel, then we can relateD^E2p& to a
sum of the contributions fromrRfuel andrRshell. As we will
see,rRshell is typically the dominant source of energy loss

The protons are not all generated precisely at the ce
of the fuel, so they pass through slightly different amounts
material while leaving the capsule. This has an effect on
mean energy and on the spectrum width, but that effec
fairly small for the OMEGA data to be discussed here a
will be ignored in estimatingrRtotal5rRfuel1rRshell from
the mean energy loss~see Ref. 16 for a quantitative discu
sion!. The spectrum width can also be affected by time e
lution.

More importantly, any long-wavelength variation o
rRshell with position on the shell results in a different me
energy loss for protons detected at different angles with
spect to the capsule, and any significant short-wavelen
variation ofrRshell could modify the width of an individua
spectrum by causing different amounts of slowing down
different protons reaching the same detector. These eff
will be discussed in Sec. VII.

A secondary-neutron birth spectrum can be measu
directly,17 because it is largely unaffected by passage ou
the capsule. The shape of this spectrum is sometimes s
tive to fuel conditions, so it has potential diagnostic value8

FIG. 10. The mean energy of a secondary-proton spectrum after slo
down in a D plasma withr53 g/cc. The horizontal axis unitrX is the
distance from birth position in g/cm2. For a CH plasma, the value ofrR
corresponding to a given energy should be reduced by the factor 13/14~the
ratio of electrons per unit mass for D to the value for CH!. The dependence
on r is weak; forrR<0.1, the value ofrR corresponding to a given energ
varies approximately asr0.07.
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D. Applicable plasma regimes

Figure 11 summarizes the plasma parameter regime
which the measurement methods described above are a
cable. Although the plotted boundaries of these regimes
based on simple models, they have more general applica
ity.

III. INSTRUMENTS FOR MEASURING SECONDARY-
PROTON SPECTRA

A. Magnet-based charged-particle spectrometers

Two magnet-based spectrometers~CPS1 and CPS2! are
installed on OMEGA~see Refs. 18, 19 and 16 for details!.
The principle of operation is illustrated in Fig. 12, whic
shows how a magnet is used to separate protons~and other
charged particles! of different energies into different trajec
tories. The particles are stopped in CR39 nuclear track
tectors, which are then etched in NaOH and scanned wi
microscope. A small hole appears at the location of the tr
of each individual proton, and the position of a particle tra
gives the particle energy directly by virtue of the trajecto
followed through the magnet. Final determination of the e
ergy spectrum involves subtracting a background level du
neutron-induced noise and ‘‘intrinsic track noise.’’ The ne
tron noise consists of tracks due to protons elastically s
tered by primary fusion neutrons, either in the CR39 itself
in surrounding materials~approximately one noise event pe

ng

FIG. 11. Boundaries of regimes in which various measurements can
diagnostic information about a 3-g/cc, pure D plasma~assuming the hot-spo
model; for the uniform model, results are similar!. Note thatrR refers to
rRtotal for curves A, butrRfuel for curves B and C. Measurements o
secondary-proton energy shift and yield can be made only in the re
belowcurve A, which show the totalrRtotal at which secondary protons fai
to escape from the plasma~one curve each for the upper and lower limits
the birth spectrum!. Measurements ofY2n /Y1n give information aboutrRfuel

only in the regionbelowcurve B, which shows where primary T is range
out completely by the fuel and the ‘‘saturated’’ regions of Fig. 4 are reach
Abovecurve B, measurement ofY2n could give information about the fue
electron temperature. Measurements ofY2p /Y1n give information about
rRfuel only in the regionbelowcurve C, which shows where primary3He is
ranged out completely by the fuel and the saturated regions of Fig. 4
reached.Abovecurve C, measurement ofY2p can give information about the
fuel electron temperature~see Fig. 7!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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104 neutrons20!. The intrinsic track noise is due to structur
defects in the CR39 that, after etching, are sometimes d
cult to discriminate from particle tracks and generally app
at a density of at least 50 per cm2.16 Both types of noise tend
to be uniformly distributed on the CR39, subject to counti
statistics.

The absolute energy calibration of the CPSs is accu
to about60.1 MeV at 15 MeV.21 The response function for
monoenergetic proton beam of a given energy is determ
by the width of the entrance aperture; at 15 MeV, and wit
2-mm aperture, the response function is a square box w
half-width of 0.65 MeV ~or a standard deviation of 0.3
MeV!. Errors in yield measurements are limited by statisti
and the lowest value ofY2p for which CPS2 can measure
useful secondary-proton spectrum is roughly 108 ~con-
strained by the target-to-aperture distance of 100 cm,
entrance aperture size, the magnet dispersion, and the b
ground noise level!. CPS1 has a fixed target-to-aperture d
tance of about 235 cm, so it is less sensitive by about a fa
of 5 and is generally not used to measure secondary-pr
spectra.

B. Wedge-range-filter spectrometers

A second type of spectrometer, a ‘‘wedge-range-filte
spectrometer~WRF!, has recently been utilized for the firs
time. In a WRF~which will be described in greater deta
elsewhere16!, CR39 is again used as the particle detector,
a special wedge-shaped filter is used to range down the
ton energies so they fall within the interval of sensitivity
the CR39~approximately 0.5–7 MeV!. This is a more com-
plicated generalization of the simple range-filter~RF! mea-
surements that have previously been made with fix
thickness filters or step filters. Estimates of secondary-pro
yields have previously been found with RFs by counting
proton tracks behind a constant-thickness filter,3–6 and Aze-
chi et al.6 used such data to make broadband estimate
different parts of the proton spectrum. The disadvantage
the RF approach are that it is difficult to get accurate spec
information and that the interval of incident energies that c

FIG. 12. Concept of the magnet-based charged-particle spectrom
~CPSs!, showing how the magnetic field separates protons of different
ergies. Particles from the target capsule pass through a collimating ape
~not shown! before entering the magnet. After leaving the magnet, they
stopped in pieces of CR39 nuclear track detectors~not shown!. The posi-
tions of the detected particles then indicate their energies by virtue of
trajectories followed.
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be detected with a single filter thickness is not wide enou
to cover the entire secondary-proton spectrum.

In order to find an improved approach, we have p
formed highly detailed calibrations of the response of CR
to protons of different energies~different energies result in
different track sizes!,16 and calibrations of the transmissio
characteristics of various filters. In combination, those c
brations determine a direct mapping between track diam
and incident proton energy for a given filter thickness. Th
mapping can be used to reconstruct part of the incident s
trum from a histogram of track diameters, but for each fil
thickness the incident energy interval that is most accura
reconstructed is less than 1 MeV wide. To accurately rec
struct the entire secondary-proton spectrum, which is at le
5 MeV wide, it is necessary to have data from many differe
filter thickness. For this reason a special ranging-filter des
with continuously varying thickness was used, making p
sible the reconstruction of a continuous spectrum over a w
energy interval. The filters used here were machined fr
aluminum; each filter has thicknesses varying from 400
1800 mm. The individual filters are being calibrate
absolutely16 with protons with energies up to 13.8 MeV a
the 2-MeV Van de Graaff accelerator at the SUNY Gene
Nuclear Structure Laboratory, and current absolu
calibration uncertainties are60.15 MeV for energy and
612% for yield measurement. The response for a mono
ergetic, 13.8-MeV proton beam was determined to
roughly a Gaussian with a standard deviation of 0.15 M
~approximately consistent with the amount of energy str
gling expected for the protons as they pass through the filt!.

The compactness, portability, and simplicity of WRF
makes it possible to deploy many of them on a single sho
study the spatial symmetry of proton spectra,12,22,23and also
to get close to the target~12 cm! for high count rates and
small statistical errors which allow measurement of go
spectra for proton yields at least as low as the mid-105 range.

IV. SPECTRUM MEASUREMENTS

A. Experiments

Table I lists basic parameters for three sequences of
plosions of D2-filled capsules at OMEGA. In all cases, ca
sules with;15 atm of D2 fuel in CH shells were imploded
by irradiation with about 22 kJ of 0.35-mm UV light applied
in 60 beams with a 1-ns, square-top pulse. Sequences I
II, with 19-mm-thick capsule shells, were studied and co
trasted to determine the difference in performance due to
methods of smoothing individual laser beams. In both ca
the beams were smoothed by spectral dispersion~2D-SSD!,
but sequence I used three color cycles and 0.3-T
bandwidth,24 while sequence II used one color cycle wi
1-THz bandwidth plus polarization smoothing~PS!25 using
birefringent wedges with the laser, resulting in better sing
beam uniformity. Sequence III was similar to sequence
except for a substantially larger shell thickness~27 mm! and
a slightly larger outer diameter~about 980mm!; it is de-
scribed here as a good illustration of implosion asymmet
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Downloaded 05 Ju
TABLE I. Comparison of OMEGA shot sequences. The upper section of the table contains shot parame~all
shots utilized 1-ns square-top laser pulses!, the middle section contains neutron and proton measurements
the bottom section contains inferred capsule characteristics. All parameters represent averages over
within a sequence, and the energies and yields of secondary protons are also averaged over the meas
at different ports when appropriate. The values ofrRfuel calculated from neutron yields are considered to
upper limits, as discussed in the text, while values calculated from proton yields are considered to be
limits. Since we do not know what the radial profiles of temperature and density look like, the most con
tive interpretation would use ‘‘hot-spot-model’’ proton numbers as lower limits and ‘‘uniform-model’’ neu
numbers as upper limits. Values ofrRtotal are derived from the loss of energy of protons due to the fuel
shell, and represent the mean energy loss of the protons; if the spatial distribution of secondary-proton
tion extends to the inner boundary of the shell, then these numbers could include a slight overestimate
true value ofrRshell, because the mean path through the shell will be longer than the radial path~see Ref. 16
for more discussion!. See the text and the caption of Table II for discussion of measurement uncerta
pFrom secondary-proton data.nFrom secondary-neutron data.

Parameter
Sequence I

~Shots 20 246,48,49,50!
Sequence II

~Shots 20 689,90,91!
Sequence III

~Shots 21 576,21 578!

Fuel 14.3 atm D2 15 atm D2 15 atm D2

Shell 19mm CH 19mm CH 27mm CH
Diameter 910mm 910mm 984mm
Laser energy 21.7 kJ 23.2 kJ 23.2 kJ
Laser smoothing 0.3-THz SSD 1-THz SSD1PS 1-THz SSD1PS
Ti ~keV! 3.3 3.7 2.4
Y1n (31010) 8.82 15.8 2.27
Y2n (3107) 13.1 38.0 5.04
Y2p (3107) 12.2 28.1 3.1
^E2p& ~MeV! 13.37 12.69 12.82
rRfuel ~mg/cm2!,
‘‘Uniform’’ model 10p<rRfuel<16n 14p<rRfuel<24n 15p<rRfuel<20n

rRfuel ~mg/cm2!,
‘‘hot-spot’’ model 7p<rRfuel<12n 9p<rRfuel<19n 7p<rRfuel<16n

rRtotal ~mg/cm2! 52p 72p 68p
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B. Data

Secondary-proton data for these sequences were
corded with a magnet-based spectrometer~CPS2! and with
wedge-range-filter-based spectrometers. CPS2 data wer
quired by exposing one piece of CR39 to the protons from
four shots of the first sequence, another piece to the pro
from the three shots of the sequence II, and another to
protons from the two shots of sequence III, in order to s
the yields and minimize errors due to counting statistics
each sequence. Spectra for the first two sequences are s
in Fig. 13, but CPS2-measured results from sequence III
not shown because the total yield was too low to allow
statistically significant spectrum to be measured. WRF d
were acquired for individual shots, with the spectrometer

FIG. 13. Spectra of secondary protons for two shot series. Each spec
represents an average over several nominally identical shots, measure
the magnet-based spectrometer CPS2.
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a distance of 15 cm from the targets. Figure 14 shows spe
measured at three different positions during individual sh
in sequences II and III. Figure 15 illustrates the spatial re
tionship between the target and the ports used for these m
surements. Figures 16 and 17 show the measured yields
the energy shifts relative to the mean birth energy for
individual measurements in sequences II and III~where the
total yield is inferred from the local fluence!. The errors
shown for WRF measurements reflect statistical errors
the calibration uncertainties discussed in Sec. III B. Me
values of the measured secondary-proton yields and ene
are listed in Table I.

Other measured parameters of the shots in the three
quences, measured with neutron diagnostics, are also l
in Table I. Primary-neutron yieldsY1n were measured via
indium activation, while ion temperatures were measu
with a neutron time-of-flight diagnostic.26 Secondary-neutron
yieldsY2n were measured with a time-of-flight diagnostic
with Cu activation.

V. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF MEASURED
SPECTRA

The individual WRF-measured spectra for shots in
quences II and III show that measurements at differ
angles with respect to a target during the same shot so
times differ. This is reflected in different mean energies a
different inferred yields, as shown in Figs. 16 and 17, and
different widths, as shown in Fig. 18. These spatial variatio
in spectra put a fundamental limit on the accuracy of a
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FIG. 14. Spectra of secondary protons for OMEG
shot 20 689, left, and OMEGA shot 21 578, right, a
measured with wedge-range-filter spectromete
~WRFs!. In each case, the OMEGA port is listed.
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single spectral measurement as an indicator of overall c
sule performance, and they complicate any effort to spe
errors in deduced capsule parameters, but they contain
portant information about capsule asymmetries. As discus
in detail in Ref. 22, the energy asymmetries are interprete
reflecting asymmetries in the capsule areal density, as
dicted previously.12 Yield asymmetries do not seem to b
directly correlated with areal density asymmetries; there
evidence that they are at least partly due to very small m
fications of particle trajectories outside the capsule that
not accompanied by measurable energy changes~perhaps by

FIG. 15. Approximate relationship between the target~shown as the filled
circle! and the OMEGA ports used in this study; they are roughly copla
The WRF spectrometers, on ports TIM4, TIM5, and TIM6, are appro
mately orthogonal to each other.
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FIG. 16. Measured values ofD^E2p& and Y2p /Y1n for OMEGA shots
20 689, 20 690, and 20 691, some corresponding to spectra shown in
13 and 14. WRF measurements were not available for shot 20 690, an
CPS2 measurements correspond to averages over the three shots. The
hand vertical axis of plot~a! is intended to indicate approximate values
rRtotal corresponding to individual shifts in mean proton energy. The er
bars indicate measurement uncertainties for energy; uncertainties in infe
values ofrRtotal would be somewhat larger to reflect uncertainties in oth
parameters used in the calculation ofrRtotal , as discussed in the text.
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FIG. 17. WRF-measured values ofD^E2p& and
Y2p /Y1n for OMEGA shots 21 576 and 21 578, som
corresponding to the spectra shown in Fig. 14~b!.
No CPS2 data were available, because the yield w
too low.
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small magnetic fields!. Accordingly, angular variations wil
be ignored below in discussions of yield except to the ext
that they contribute to uncertainties in the total yield.

A. Yields and fuel parameters

The ratioY2n/Y1n can be used to estimaterRfuel with
the information in Fig. 4, subject to two caveats. First, p
liminary numerical simulations suggest that any mixing
the shell–fuel interface may result in an increase inY2n/Y1n

for a givenrRfuel . This is because the fuel edge temperat
becomes lower, increasing the rate of slowing of the prim
T ~Fig. 1! and allowing them to reach energies where
cross section for secondary-neutron production is hig
~Fig. 2! before leaving the fuel. Use of Fig. 4 withY2n/Y1n,
assuming an electron temperature equal to the neut
averaged ion temperature, could therefore imply a value
rRfuel that is too high; secondary-neutron-derived values
rRfuel with these assumptions will therefore be interpreted
upper limits.27 Second, the results are slightly dependent
assumptions we make about the density of the fuel. The m
density cannot be determined directly, but it turns out that
maximum possible value ofrRfuel for these shots is about 2
mg/cm2, and this information can be used with the caps
dimensions and fill pressure to estimate thatr is unlikely to
exceed about 10 g/cc. Since inferredrRfuel increases very
slowly with increasingr here, use of this upper limit onr is
consistent with interpretation of inferredrRfuel as an upper
limit ~in any case, the results are extremely insensitive to
assumed value ofr!. These estimates ofTe andr are types of
spatial averages, and radial profiles within the compres

FIG. 18. Direct comparison of two WRF-measured spectra from s
21 578.
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core are unknown, making it difficult to determine direct
whether the hot-spot or uniform model is more accura
Both values are therefore listed in Table I for each shot
quence. The larger impliedrRfuel of the uniform model can
be chosen as a conservative upper limit, in which case
mean values for the three sequences are about 16, 24, an
mg/cm2, respectively.

The measurements ofY2p/Y1n can also be used in con
junction with Fig. 4 to studyrRfuel ; results are listed in
Table I. In this case there are reasons to interpret the res
as lower limits. First, values ofY2p/Y1n are very close to
saturation in these experiments, especially if the elect
temperature is assumed equal to the neutron-yield-weig
ion temperature. Second, preliminary work indicates t
mixing at the shell–fuel interface may sometimes result i
small decrease in secondary-proton yield for a givenrRfuel ,
meaning that use of Fig. 4 could give us an inferred value
rRfuel that is too low. To be conservative, we could therefo
choose the hot-spot values as extreme lower limits; the m
values for the three sequences are about 7, 9, and 7 mg/2,
respectively.

In Table I it can be seen that the proton-implied values
rRfuel are nearly always smaller than the neutron-impli
values, although there tends to be slightly better agreem
for the uniform model than for the hot-spot model. The d
crepancy may be due to the effects of mixing, as discusse
Sec. V A. Alternatively, it could simply mean that the ave
age electron temperature in the fuel is lower than
primary-yield-weighted ion temperature~as in the hot-spot
model!. A lower assumed averageTe would sometimes lead
to a larger proton-implied value forrRfuel and would always
lead to a smaller neutron-implied value.

B. Energy shift and rRtotal

The energy shift of a measured spectrum, relative to
birth spectrum, is due to proton slowing in both D fuel a
CH shell. Figure 3 shows that the proton stopping pow
normalized tor are almost the same for D and for CH, and
the vicinity of the birth energies of the protons there is lit
variation with plasma temperature forTe,3 keV. In addi-
tion, it will turn out that the shellrR dominates the totalrR,
and that the amount of slowing down in the fuel is small. W
therefore estimaterRtotal from the shift in mean energy by
using the relationship for CH described in Fig. 10 and
caption. The result is weakly dependent on electron temp
ture, and we assume thatTe5(160.5) keV in the shell.
There is also a very weak dependence on density, and
t
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assume thatrshell5(20610) gm/cc based on what has be
inferred previously about shell compression.17 These as-
sumptions, together with the assumptions behind Fig.
lead to the inferred values ofrRtotal shown in Table I if we
use the average of the proton energies measured for
shot sequence. The uncertainties in inferredrRtotal due to the
quoted uncertainties in temperature and density are typic
< 6%, but no uncertainties are listed in Table I because
the energy asymmetries discussed below.

Based on the assumption that measured asymmetrie
proton energy during an individual shot represent areal d
sity asymmetries, as discussed above, the right-hand ver
axes of Figs. 16~a! and 17~a! are labeled withrRtotal values
appropriate for the directions corresponding to individu
ports. The variations seen between different positions s
stantially exceed measurement uncertainties for shot
quence III.

To justify this association between energy asymmet
and capsule structure asymmetries, we need to explain
the observed energy asymmetry cannot be a result of un
modification of proton energies by electric fields outside
capsule. This is an important issue, because we know
charged particles from implosions involving thinner she
and bang times occurring during the laser pulse experie
acceleration~;0.5 MeV! due to a radial electric field gene
ated by the laser–shell interaction.9,21 We also know that
electric fields dissipate after the laser pulse and that ac
eration disappears by the bang time of the type of implos
under study here~hundreds of ps after the pulse!. This is
demonstrated directly by measurements we have made10 of
knock-on protons from implosions of DT-filled capsules w
shells, fill pressures, and laser conditions comparable
those under study here. The knock-on protons are from
CH shell, elastically scattered by 14.1-MeV DT neutro
from the fuel. Because some of the protons are scattered
at the outer surface of the shell and will not slow down d
to interactions with the capsule, the high-energy limit of t
proton spectrum is always at 14.1 MeV. When we meas
this spectrum at a number of different angles during each
a number of individual shots, using WRFs, the high-ene
limit is always 14.1 MeV to within statistical and calibratio
uncertainties.10 This shows that there is no significant chan
in proton energy during passage from the capsule to the
tectors due to electric fields or any other mechanism.

VI. IMPLICATIONS FOR SINGLE-LASER-BEAM
SMOOTHING METHODS

The principal motivation for comparing sequences I a
II was to see if an increase in the uniformity of individu
laser beams would have a beneficial impact on capsule
formance by reducing the seeding of high-mode-numbel
.10) Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities. The smoothing meth
of sequence I is known to result in 3% to 8% rms deviatio
from uniformity within single beams, while the method
sequence II results in;1% nonuniformity. There are o
course other sources of perturbations that can s
Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities, including low-mode-numb
( l ,10) variations in irradiation uniformity due to errors
Downloaded 05 Jun 2002 to 198.125.178.39. Redistribution subject to A
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balancing the energies and adjusting the overlaps of diffe
beams, and errors in surface finish in the capsules, so
relative importance of single-beam uniformity must be det
mined experimentally. The measurement methods descr
here do not give direct information about capsule structur
high mode numbers, but they do provide information ab
capsule compression.

Table I shows that all tabulated parameters, measu
and inferred, were better in sequence II than in sequenc
The yield-weighted ion temperature increased by 12%,
primary-neutron yield increased by 79%, andrRtotal in-
creased by 38%. The inferred fuel areal density increased
30%–60%, depending on whether the hot-spot or unifo
model is used, and depending on whether the proton-der
value or the neutron-derived value is used. The radial co
pression ratio achieved during implosion can be inferred
Cr5ArRfuel /rRfuel0, whererRfuel0 is the fuel areal density
for the uncompressed capsule, and this parameter is hi
by 13%–26% in sequence II than in sequence I.

These improvements all indicate that the lower sing
beam nonuniformity of 1-THz SSD with PS, relative to 0.3
THz SSD without PS, leads to improvements in implosi
performance for D2-filled capsules of the type under study.
is of interest that the qualitative and quantitative improv
ment noted here is very similar to that which was seen i
parallel set of experiments with capsules that were filled w
DT gas, where values ofrRfuel andrRtotal were inferred by
measuring yields of deuterons scattered from the fuel,
protons scattered from the shell, by primary 14.1-MeV D
neutrons.10 The use of equivalent fill pressures, shells, a
laser conditions should make the D2-filled and DT-filled cap-
sules hydrodynamically similar, and the numbers in Table
show that compression characteristics were very compara
~The D2 and DT data are used in a wider-ranging discuss
of performance vs smoothing in Ref. 28.! The close corre-
spondence ofrRfuel values calculated from knock-on deute
ons from DT capsules, which are independent of tempera
and mix issues, and secondary protons from D2 capsules,
suggests that the secondary-proton-based values ma
more accurate than the secondary-neutron-based values
in the same table.

TABLE II. Comparison of the D2 implosions of sequences I and II to sim
lar DT implosions~DT data from Ref. 10!. Values corresponding to the
‘‘uniform’’ model are used, since that was the only model invoked in R
10. As discussed in Sec. V, uncertainties in inferred values ofrRtotal are not
tabulated because of the unknown effects of angular variations. Uncer
ties inrRfuel were not tabulated in Table I, because they are smaller than
differences between the proton-derived and neutron-derived values that
listed there as lower and upper limits; the uncertainties shown here re
measurement uncertainties for all of the parameters used in the mode
culations, plus statistical and calibration uncertainties in the measurem
plus an estimated uncertainty in yield due the angular variations seen du
individual shots.

0.3-THz SSD 1-THz SSD1PS

rRfuel

~mg/cm2!
rRtotal

~mg/cm2!
rRfuel

~mg/cm2!
rRtotal

~mg/cm2!

D2 fuel ~2n analysis! 1661 2461
D2 fuel ~2p analysis! 1062 52 141724 72
DT fuel ~KO analysis! 962 56 1563 76
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VII. IMPLICATIONS FOR CAPSULE IMPLOSION
SYMMETRY

Whereas high-mode-number structure cannot be see
rectly with a small number of spectrometers separated
large angles, low-mode structure can.22 The extremes in
mean energy shown in Fig. 17 correspond to values ofrRtotal

of about 60 and 90 mg/cm2 at different angles relative to th
compressed capsules of both shots in sequence III. E
value should represent an average over a finite angula
gion of the shell, because the source of the secondary pro
is likely to be distributed over a substantial fraction of t
fuel volume ~even in the hot-spot model!. Variations in
rRshell within the region sampled by a single spectral me
surement would increase the spectrum width. The differen
in width of the two spectra illustrated in Fig. 18~for shot
21 578! probably reflect differing amounts ofrR variation
within the regions sampled. The energy end points of a gi
spectrum can be used to estimate minimum and maxim
integratedrR for the detected protons, given that the min
mum and maximum energies at birth are known to be 1
and 17.5 MeV. For the spectrum measured at port TIM
end points~after correction for the response function d
cussed in Sec. III B! imply minimum and maximum inte-
gratedrR of approximately 50 and 62 mg/cm2, respectively.
For the spectrum measured at TIM-6, the extremes are a
80 and 110 mg/cm2. Part of the difference between max
mum and minimum integratedrR within a single spectra
measurement is due to path-length differences that wo
exist in a purely spherical model, as discussed in Sec. I
but some of it in this case must be due to asymmetries.

Another characteristic of the energies plotted in Fig.
is the apparent correlation between the variations within s
21 576 and those within shot 21 578. In both cases, the m
surement at port TIM-6 gave a mean energy significan
lower than the measurements at TIM-4 or TIM-5. This m
be related to observations reported from x-ray images of
cores of other imploded capsules, which often show de
tion from spherical symmetry with similar spatial orientatio
for similar shots.29 That asymmetry has been interpreted
due to systematic imbalances in laser power deposition
the capsule or to a slight error in positioning of the capsul30

With only three spectra per shot, it is not possible
attempt a three-dimensional representation of the cap
structure or to perform any mode decomposition. Nevert
less, these measurements are important in indicating
strong asymmetries sometimes exist at burn time. We h
recently observed similar~1 MeV or larger! differences in
energy at different measurement positions for primary p
tons from some implosions of D3He-filled capsules with
19-mm CH shells. These experiments were more compreh
sive, involving nine different spectral measurements for e
shot~using 7 WRF spectrometers and two CPSs!. The varia-
tions will be described elsewhere, but they confirm the ba
behavior observed here and provide more direct informa
about the relationship between laser beam balance and s
mode-number capsule asymmetries.22
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown the first detailed measurements
secondary-proton spectra from D2-filled capsules in ICF ex-
periments, demonstrating the performance of two new di
nostic techniques and demonstrating that charged-par
spectrometry can provide useful diagnostic informati
about these capsules. Although more complicated mode
is now being developed for capsules with mix,15,28 and for
directly relating arbitrary capsule structures to the spec
shapes and angular distributions of measured proton spe
the simple methods used here have already been comb
with the high-quality spectral measurements to provide inf
mation about two important physics issues. Studies with
ferent single-beam laser smoothing techniques demonstr
that the compression of D2-filled capsules is better with
1-THz SSD and PS than with 0.35-THz SSD without PS, a
verified that the compression obtained with D2 fuel is ap-
proximately the same as that obtained with DT fuel. In a
dition, the data here provide the first experimental dem
stration that low-mode-number capsulerR asymmetries can
be studied by measuring the energy loss of charged part
due to slowing in the capsule plasma, as suggested in ea
work.12 This result has already inspired a new range of sy
metry experiments, using charged particles, for study
many types of capsules~including cryogenic D2 capsules!
and for studying the effects of laser beam balance.22
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